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ONE FULLYEAR WARRANTY ON CRAFTSMAN ®
PROFESSIONAL TOOL

tf thisCrafl[smanProfessionaltool fails to give complete satisfaction within
90 days from the date of purchase, return it to any Sears Store or other
Craftsman Outlet In the UnitedStates for free replacemenL
After 90 days and throughone year from the date of purchase, if this
Craftsman Professionaltool fails to givecomplete satisfaction,return it to
any Sears store or Parts & Repair Center or other Craftsman Outlet for
free repair (or replacement if repair provesimpossible.)
This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other
rights,which vary, from state to state,.
Sears, Roebuckand Co., HotTmanEstates, tL 60179

SAVETHESE INSTRUCTIONS!
READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS!
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i Z_ WARNING: BE SURE to read and understand all instructions.Failure to I
I

follow all instructions listed betow may result in electric shock, fire and/or I
I serious personal injury. I

WORK AREA SAFETY

t. ALWAYS keep your work area clean and well lit. Cluttered benches and dark
areas inviteaccidents.

2. DO NOT operate power tools in explosive atmospheres, such as in the
presence of flammable liquids, gases, or dust. Power tools create sparks which
may ignite the dust or fumes

3. ALWAYS keep bystanders, children, and visitors away while operating a
power tool Distractions can cause you to lose control

ELECTRICAL SAFETY

1oDouble insulated tools are equipped with a polarized plug (one blade is
wider than the other'.)This plug will fit in a polarized outlet only one way.
If the plug does not fit fully In the outlet, reverse the plug. If it still does not
fit, contact a qualified electrician to Install a polarized ouUeL Do not change
the plug in any way.

2. Double insulation [_eliminates the need for the three-wire grounded power cord
and grounded power supply system. Applicable only to Class !1(double insulated)
tools°

3, Before plugging in the tool, BE SURE that the outlet voftage supplied is within the
voltage marked on the tool's data platenDO NOT use "AC only" rated tools with a
DC power supply.

4oALWAYS avoid body contact with grounded surfaces, such as pipes,
radiators, ranges and refrigerators_ There is an Increased risk of electric shock
ifyour body is grounded°

5. If operating the power tool in damp locations is unavoidable, ALWAYS use a
Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter to supply power to your tool, ALWAYS wear
electrician's rubber gloves and footwear in damp conditions.

6. DO NOT expose power tools to rain or wet conditions. Water entedng a power
tool wilt increase the risk of electdc shock.

7. DO NOT abuse the cord. NEVER use the cord to carry the tools or pull the
plug from the outlet. Keep cord away from heat, o!1,sharp edges or moving
parts. Replace damaged cords immediately. Damaged cords increase the risk
ofelectric shock.,

8. When operating a power tool outside, ALWAYS use an outdoor extension cord
marked"W-A" or "W". These cords are rated for outdoor use and reduce the risk
of electric shock.

NOTE: The extension cord must have adequate wire size AWG (American Wire
Gauge) for safe, efficient use_Smaller gauge wires, have greater capacity (16 gauge
wire has more capacity than 18 gauge wire).
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PERSONAL SAFETY

1. ALWAYS stay alert, watch what you are doing and use common sense when
operating a power toot. DO NOT use tool while tired or under the influence of
drugs, alcohol, or medication. A moment of inattention while operating power
tools may result in serious personal injury,

2. ALWAYS dress properly° DO NOT wear loose clothing or jewelry° Pull hack
long hair. Keep your hair, clothing, and gloves away from moving parts.
Loose clothes, jewelry, or long hair can be caught in moving parts,

3. At.WAYS avoid accidental starting. BE SURE switch is in the "Off" position
hefore plugging In. DO NOT carry tools with your finger on the switch_Carrying
tools with your finger on the switch or plugging in tools that have the switch in the
"On" position invites accidents°

4. ALWAYS remove adjusting keys or wrenches before tumlng the tool "On".
A wrench or a key that is left attached to a rotating part of the tool may result in
personal injury°

5. DO NOT overreach, ALWAYS keep proper footing and balance at all times,
Proper footing and balance enables better controlof the tool in unexpected
situattonso

6. ALWAYS use safety equipment. Always wear eye protection_ Dust mask,
non-skid safety shoes, hardhat, or hearing protection must be used for appropriate
conditions.

TOOL USE AND CARE SAFETY

1. ALWAYS use clamps or other practical ways to secure and support the
workplece to a stable platform. Holding the work by hand or against your body
is unstable and may lead to toss of control

2, DO NOT force the tool, Use the correct tool for your application. The correct
tool wilt do the job better and safer at the rate for which it is designed,

3. DO NOT use the tool if the switch does not turn it"On" or "Off". Any tool that
cannot be controlled wilh the switch is dangerous and must be repaired.

4. ALWAYS disconnect the plug from the power source before making any
adjustments, changing accessories or storing the tool. Such preventive safety
measures reduce the risk of starting the toot accidentally.

5, ALWAYS store idle tools out of the reach of children and other untrained
persons. Tools are dangerous {n the hands of untrained users_

6. ALWAYS matntaln tools with care. Keep cutting tools sharp and clean.
Properly maintained tools with sharp cutting edges are less likely to bind and are
easier to control.

7. ALWAYS check for mlsallgnment or binding of moving parts, breakage of
parts, and any other condition that may affect the tool's operation. If
damaged_ have the tool serviced before using. Many accidents are caused by
poorly maintained tools.

t Z_ WARNING; USE OF ACCESSORIES THAT ARE NOT RECOMMENDED !FOR USE WlmH THIS TOOL MAY CREATE A HAZARDOUS CONDITION I

8. ALWAYSuse only accessoriesthat are recommended for this tool.
Accessories that maybe suitablefor onetoolcan becomehazardouswhenused
on anothertool,
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SERVICE SAFETY

t. If any part of thts saw Is missing or should break, bend, or fall in any way; or
should any electrical component fail to perform properly: ALWAYS shutoff the
power swttchand remove the saw plug from the power source and have the missing,
damaged or failed parts replaced BEFORE resuming operation.

2. Tool service must be performed only at a Sears Parts and Repalr Center.
Service or maintenance performed by unqualified personnel could result in a risk of
injury..

SAFETY RULES FOR SAWS

1. ALWAYS keep your body positioned to either side of the saw blades, but not
In Linewith the saw blades.

2, DO NOT reach underneath the work, The guard cannot protect you from the
blades beneath the work.

3_ ALWAYS check guard for proper closing BEFORE each use. DO NOT operate
the saw if the guard does not move freely and close instantly, Never clamp or
tie the blade guard in the open position, it the saw Is accidentally dropped, the
guard may be bent, Raise the guard and make sure that it moves freely and does
not touch the blades or any other parL

4. ALWAYS check the operation and condition of the guard spring° If the guard
and the spring are not operating properly, they MUST be serviced before use°
The blade guard may operate sluggishly,due to damaged parts, gummy deposits,
or a butldup of debris.

5_ The guard should be retracted manually ONLY for making special cuts, such
as pocket or compound cuts° ALWAYS raise the guard by retracting the
handle. As soon as the blade enters the material, the guard MUST be
released. For all other sawing, the guard should operate automatically°

6. ALWAYS make sure that the guard is covering the blades BEFORE placing the
saw down on a work bench or floor, An unprotected moving blades will cause the
saw to walk backwards, cuttingwhatever is in its path. Make note ofthe time it takes
for the blades to stop spinning after the switch is released.

7. NEVER hold the piece being cut in your hands or across your legs. It is
Important to support the work properly _norder to minimize body exposure, blade
binding, or loss of control,

8. ALWAYS hold tool by insulated gripping surfaces when performing an
operation where the cutting tool may contact hidden wiring or its own cord.
Contact with a 'live" wire wilt make the exposed metal parts of the tool "live" and
shock the operator.

9. DO NOT leave the saw running when carrying it In your hand.The lower blade
guard may be opened by contact with your clothing. AccidentaF contact with the
spinning saw blades could result inserious personal injury

10. DO NOT use the tool if the switch does not turn "On" or"Off". Any tool that
cannot be controlled with the switch is dangerous and must be repaired°
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SAFETY RULES FOR SAW cont.

11. When removing the blades from the tool, ALWAYS wear protective gloves when
grasping the blades or accessory. Accessories may be hot after prolonged use°

KICKBACK..WHAT CAUSES IT AND WAYS TO PREVENT IT
The Causes of Kickback

t. Kickback is a sudden reaction to a pinched, bound or misaIfgned saw blades,
which cause the uncontroIfedsaw to lift up and out of the workpiece and towards
the operator.

2, When the blades are pinched or bound tightly by the kerr closing down, the blades
stall and the motor reaction drives the unit rapidly back towards the operator.

3. if the blades become twisted or misaligned in the cut, the teeth at the back edges
of the blades can dig into the top surface of the wood°This causes the blades to
climb out of the kerf and jump back towards the operator.

4. Kickback is a result of tool misuse and!or incorrect operating procedures or
conditions, it can be avoided by taking the proper precautions, as listed below°

Ways to Prevent Kickback
1. ALWAYS maintain a firm grip with both hands on the saw and position your

body and arms to allow you to resist KICKBACK forces, KICKBACK forces can
be controlled by the operator, if the proper precautions are taken.

2. If the blades are binding, or when you are interrupting a cut for any reason,
ALWAYS turn off the saw and hold the saw motionless in the material until
the blades come to a complete stop. NEVER attempt to remove the saw from
the work or pull the saw backward while the blades are in motion or
KICKBACK may occur. ALWAYS check and be ready to take corrective action to
eliminate the cause of blade binding_

3. When restarting the saw in the workpiece, ALWAYS center the blades in the
kerr and check to be sure that the saw teeth are not engaged into the
material. If the saw blades are binding, they may walk up or KICKBACK from the
workpiece when the saw is restarted

4. ALWAYS support large panels to minimize the risk of blades pinching and
KICKBACK. Large panels tend to sag under their own weight. Supports MUST be
placed under the panel on both sides, near the line of cut and near the edge of the
panel.

5, DO NOT use a dull or damaged blades, Unsharpened or Improperly set blades
produce narrow kerf which causes excessive friction, blade binding and
KICKBACK

6, ALWAYS use extra caution when making a "Pocket Cut" into existing walls or
other blind areas. The protruding blades may cut objects that can cause
KICKBACK.

7. ALWAYS have the saw blades at full speed before contacting workpiece

8. ALWAYS keep your body positioned to either side of the saw btades, but not in line
with the saw blades_KICKBACK could cause the saw to jump backwards towards
the operator, KICKBACK forces can be controlled by the operator, If proper
precautions are taken,

ALWAYS hold tool by insulated gripping surfaces when performing an
operation where the cuffing tool may contact hidden wiring or its own cord.
Contact with a "live" wire will make the exposed metal parts of the tool "live" and

shock the operator. 6



ADDITIONALRULESFORSAFEOPERATION

I_ WARNING: BESUREtoread an----_u"nderstandal,tns_ctlonsl Fa'lui'eto 'tfollow all instructions listed be{ow may result in electric shock, fire and/or serious I
personal injury............ I

I. Know your power tooloRead operator's manual carefully. Learn the
applications and limitations, as well as the specific potential hazards related
to this tool. Following this rule will reduce the risk of electric shock, fire or serious
injury,

2. ALWAYS wear safety glasses or eye shields when using this saw. Everyday
eyeglasses have only impact.resistant lenses; they are NOT safety glasses°
Following this rule will reduce the risk of serious personal injury°

3o ALWAYS protect your lungs.Wear a face mask or dust mask if the operation
is dusty. Following this rule will reduce the risk of serious personal injury.

4. ALWAYS protect your hearingoWear hearing protection during extended
periods of operation. Fo!lowing this rule will reduce the risk of serious personal
injury,

5, ALWAYS inspect the tool cords periodically and If damaged have them
repaired at your nearest Sears Service Center or other Authorized Service
FacUlty. ALWAYS be aware of the cord location. Following this rule will reduce
the risk of electric shock or fire.

6. ALWAYS check for damaged parts. Before further use of the tool, a guard or
other part that is damaged should be carefully checked to determine if it will
operate properly and perform its Intended function. Check for mlsallgnment
or binding of moving parts, breakage of parts, and any other condition that
may affect the tool's operation. A guard or other part that is damaged, should
be properly repaired or replaced at a Sears Service Center. Following this rule
will reduce the risk of electric shock, fire or serious injury.

7. DO NOT abuse the cord. NEVER use the cord to carry the tool or pull the
plug from the outlet. Keep cord away from heat, oil, sharp edges or moving
parts. Replace damaged cords immediately. Damaged cords increase the risk
of electric shock. Following this rule will reduce the risk of electrlc shock or fire.

8_ ALWAYS make sure that your extension cord is in good condition.When
using an extension cord be sure to use one that is heavy enough to carry the
current that your toot will draw. A wire gauge size (A.W.G,) of at least t6 is
recommended for an extension 100 feet or less in length. Using an extension
cord that is over 100 feet lntength is not recommended. If in doubt, use the
next heavier gauge. Smaller gauge wires, have greater capacity (16 gauge
wire has more capacity than 18 gauge wire). An undersized cord will cause a
drop in line voltage, resulting in loss of power and overheating.

9. DO NOT use the tool while tired or under the Influence of drugs_ alcohol or
any medication. Followingthis rule will reduce the dsk of electric shock, fire or
serious personal injury..

10. SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS. Refer to them frequently and use them to
instruct others who may use this tool. if someone borrows this toot, make
sure they have these instructions also.

!
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ADDITIONAL RULES FOR SAFE OPERATION cont.

WARNING: Some dust particles created by power sanding, sawing,
grinding, drilling and other construction jobs contains chemicals known
to cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive harm, Some examples
of these chemicals are:
. Lead from lead-based paints.
- Crystalline silica from bricks and cement and other masonry products_
, Arsenic and chromium from chamically-treated lumber,
"Tour risk from these exposures varies, depending upon how often you do this
type of work. To reduce your exposure to these chemicals:
. Work in a well-ventilated area,
• Work with approved safety equipment, such as those dust masks that are

specially designed to filter out microscopic particles.

Z_ WARNING: The operation of any saw can result in
foreign objecls being throwninto your eyes, which can resutt in
severe eye damage. Before beginning power tool operation,
ALWAYS wear safety goggles or safety glasses with side shield
and a full face shield when needed. We recommend A Wide
Vision Safety Mask for use over eyeglasses or standard safety
glasses with side shield, available at Sears Retail Stores.

The label on your tool may include the following symbols,
V...............................................................................Volts
A .........................................................................................Amperes
HZ ............................................................................................. Hertz
Wo................................................................................................Watts
mtn ........................................................................Minutes
•_.....................................i..................................................Alternating current '
_-=.==__.....................................................................................Direct current
no ..................................................................................No-toad speed
[] ...................................................................................Class II construction
....lmin ...................................................................................Revolutionsor St_kes per minute
Z_. ...................................................................................Indicates danger, warning or caution.

It means attention! Your safety is involved.

IMPORTANT! READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS

I
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Before attempting to use any tool,be sure to familiarize with ail the operating
features and safety instructions.

I
KNOWYOURSAW (SEE Fig. 1)
YourTwinCuttersaw has many built-inconveniencefeaturesfor fast, efficientcutting.
Thesefeaturesincludea innovative2-bladesystemwithspecialbladesthat spinfn
oppositedirectionstoprovidesmooth,cleancuts,It alsoincludesa pro-installed
bladelubricatingsystemfor use whencuttingaluminum,copper,stainlesssteeland
cast iron,The auxiliaryhandlemountson thetopof the sawtoprovidemaximum
support=and ease ofhandling,,
Foryourconvenience,thereis no assemblyrequired foryourTwinCutterSaw,The
special2-bladecuttingsystem andthe wax lubricatingsystemare alreadyinstalled

_ckN_ut I Assist Handle Upper Blade Guard Fig. 1

Lower Blade OnlOff Switch
GuardHandle

Wa×

St_ck

_ Wax Lubricating

.__System KnobWrench Blades

""ill " _ - - " ....... --

.......!nPut....... 7.8A,,nps
Output ........ 1,25-PeakHP ................................
BladeDiameter 6% in, (i55mm)
Rating _ i20 volls160Hz AC

No-IoadSpeed 4600 RPM
MaximumDepthofCut wo'od"(I!!2in_)'_'_!'(w!th awall orsh_eetthicknessof 118in_)
DutyCycle 30 minuteson 10minutesoff(seepage12)

UNPACKING

Your Twin Cutter Saw has been shipped completely assembled. Inspect the saw
carefully to make sure that no breakage or damage has occurred during shipping.
If any parts are damaged or missing return the saw to your nearest Sears Store to
have it replaced_

i _ WARNING: If any parts are missing, DO NOT operate this saw until themissing parts are replaced,. Failure to do so could result in possible serious
personal injury

I

I
I
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SAW BLADES

Even the best saw blades will not cutefficiently if they are not kept clean and sharp
Using dull blades wit! ptace a heavy toad on your saw and increase the danger of
kickback.,Keep extra blades on hand, so sharp blades are always available,

Gum and wood pttch hardened on your blades will slow your saw down. Use gum
and pitch remover, hot water or kerosene to remove these accumufations,
DO NOT use gasoline.

................................ i. _ WARNING: This.'PwinCutter saw uses specially designed 6Vs-In. blades
and no other types or sizes of blades should ever be used Other types and sizes of

blades will not operate safely in this saw and could result,in serious personal injury_

To order extra blades or to replace the blades that came with the saw, see page 21
of this manual for ordering instructions.To instal! new blades onto to your saw see
the special instructions on pages 17 to 19 of this manual for proper removal and
Installation of blades.

BLADE GUARD SYSTEM

The lower blade guard, attached to your saw, Is there for your protection and
safety. It should NEVER be altered for any reason, if it becomes damaged or
begins to return slowly or sluggishly, DO NOT operate your saw until the
problem has been corrected or the damaged part has been replaced. ALWAYS
leave the guard in its correct operating position when using the saw.

DANGER: When sawing througha \ Fig. 2

workpiece, the lower blade guard does not
cover the blade on the underside of the

workpieceoSince the blade is exposed on the
underside of the workpiece, ALWAYS keep
your hands and fingers away from the cutting
area (see Fig,,2).,Any part of your body
coming in contact with the moving blade wilt
result in serious injury°

Lower Blade Guard is in UP positionwhen
making a cuL Blades are exposed on underside
of workpiece,,

Z_ WARNING: NEVER use the saw when the guard Is not operating properly.

The guard should be checked for correct operation before each use,,If you drop your
saw, check the lower blade guard for damage before using.
NOTE: The guard is operating properlywhen itmoves freely and then readily
returns to the closed position,,If, for any reason,,your lower blade guard does not
close free_y,take it to your nearest Sears Repair Center for senlice before using it.

iii
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KICKBACK

Kickback occurs when the blades stall rapidly and the saw is driven back towards
you. Blade statling _s caused by any action which pinches the blade in the material
being cut.
IMPORTANT: The best guard against kickback is to avoid dangerous practices.

Z_ DANGER: ALWAYS turn OFF power to saw immediately if the blades bind
or the saw stalls,,Kickback could cause you to lose control of the saw. Loss of
control can lead to serious injury,

ALWAYS provide proper support for the workpiece and hold the saw with
both hands
Kickback is caused By:

1. Twisting the blades while making a cut.
2. Making a cut with a dull, gummed up, or

improperly set blades..

3. Not providing proper support for work'piece.
ALWAYS provide proper support as shown
In Fig,,3,,

4. Forcing a cut.

5. Cutting warped or wet lumber.,

6 Tool misuse or Incorrect operating procedures°

7. Contacting the workpiece with blades at less
than full speed.

\ Fig, 3

To Lessen the Chance of Kickback

1. ALWAYS approach the workpiece with
the saw at an angle of approximately
30 ° to the workptece_(see Fig. 4°)

2. ALWAYS make straight cuts.
This will help prevent twisting the
blade in the cut,

3. ALWAYS use clean, sharp and
properlyset blades° NEVER make
cuts with dull blades,,

4, ALWAYS propedy support the
workplece before beginning a cut.This will help you avoid pinching the blades
(see Fig, 3).

5. ALWAYS use steady, even pressure when making a cuL NEVER force the cut,

6. DO NOT cut wet or warped lumber.
7. ALWAYS hold the saw firmly with both hands and keep your body in a balanced

position. ALWAYS keep your body positioned to either side of the saw blades, but
not in line with the saw blades._Thlswilt help you resist the forces of kickback,
should itoccur,,

IMPORTANT: When using your saw, ALWAYS stay alert and exercise control,
DO NOT remove your saw from the workplece, while the blade is moving,

11
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STARTING A CUT

IMPORTANT:

BEFORE using the Twin Cutter Saw for the first time, ALWAYS familiarize yourself
with the saw by making practice cuts in scrap materials,
The weight of this saw helps to make the cuts smoother_Learn how to safely handle
and control the weight of the sawn

ALWAYS be sure that you positionthe blades perpendicular to the plane of the
workpiece. Make the cut at an approximate 30 ° angle to the workpiece surface,
(See Fig_5),,
Practice the proper feed speed rate for the materials being cut.

Engage f.he onloff switch to start the saw, ALWAYS let the blades reach full speed
before you begfn the cut into the workpiece,
IMPORTANT:When using your saw, ALWAYS stay alert and exercise control.
DO NOT remove your saw from the workpiece, while the blade is moving.

Blades perpendicular to workplace
Approximately 30°

Z_ WARNING: ALWAYS
maintain proper control of the saw
to make sawing safer and easier_
Loss of control of the saw could
cause an acctdent resulting in
possible serious Injury,

Fig, 6

Wrong

NEVER hold the saw with just
one hand (see Hg_ 6).,

DUTY CYCLE

Correct

ALWAYS hold saw by motor body and
assist handle (see Fig°7),

30 minutes on 10 minutesoff dutycyclerefersto short-time operation°Short
timeoperationdenotesoperationundernormalloadfor a specifiedperiodand
material,startingcoid,the intervalbetweeneach periodof operation beingsufficient
toallowthe too!to cooldownapproximatelyto room temperature_

12



TOHELPMAINTAINCONTROL
1.ALWAYSsupport theworkpiecenear the cut,
2. ALWAYSsupporttheworkpieceso the cutwiltbe onyourright,
3. ALWAYSclamptheworkpieceso it will notmoveduringthe cut.
Placethe workpIecewiththe good side down. NOTE:The good side isthe side
whereappearanceisimportanL
Beforestarting a cut,drawa guideline alongthedesired lineof cut.Thenplace the
front edge ofthe sawblades onthe partof theworkpiecethatis so[idlysupported,
4. ALWAYSkeep the cordawayfrom the cuttingarea.ALWAYSplacethe cordso it

does nothanguponthe workpiecewhenmakinga cuL

DANGER: If the cord hangs up on the workpiece during a cut, release the
on/off switch immediately°Unplug the saw and move the cord to prevent it from
hanging up agatn_

-Z_ DANGLER: Using the saw with a damaged cord could result In serious

injury or deatk If the cord has been damaged, have it replaced before using the
saw again.

Z_ WARNING: If the blades come in contact with the workpiece before they
reach full speed, it could cause the saw to kickback towards you, resulting in
serious injury.

ii === / i i ii l l=l i i ii i i ll., .i.lll.i H H...=

When making a cut, ALWAYS use steady, even pressure. Forcing the saw causes
rough cuts and could shorten the life of the saw or cause kickback_

Z_ DANGER: When sawing through the workplece, the lower blade guard
does not cover the blades.The blades are exposed on the under side of the
workpiece. ALWAYS keep your hands and fingers away from the cutting area°
Any part of your body coming in contact with the moving blades will result
,n serious m)ury.

After completing your cut, release the on/off switch and allow the blades to come to a
complete stop°DO NOT remove the saw from the workptece while the blades
are moving.

CAUTION: Whenever you lift your saw from the workpiece, the blades are
exposed on the under side of the saw untttthe lower blade guard closes.ALWAYS
MAKE SURE that the lower blade guard is closed before setting the saw down on
work surface°

13
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CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS

NOTE: The {irespan of the blades on your Twin Cutter saw and the quality of the
cutting edges Is dependent on keeping vibrations to a minimum_

ALWAYS securely clamp the workpiece
BEFORE beginning a cu! Then feed the
blade through the material at an angle
of approximately 30 ° (see Fig. 8).

This saw produces hot chips, not
sparks, when cutting metal,
tt is recommended that you wear a
face shield over safety glasses to
protect your faces

FEED SPEED

Feed speed is how quickly you push the saw blades through the matedal being cut.
The correct feed speed is totally determined by the hardness and the thickness of
the material being cut..

IMPORTANT: Feeding must ALWAYS be done with the blades perpendicular to the
plane of the workpiece (See Fig_A)o Feeding at an angle can burn the blade and
damage the blade teeth (See Fig° B)_
Selecting the correct feed speed is important,

If the feed speed is too slow:
1_The blades will onty press down on the matedal rather than cutting ito

2, The blade edges glide and wear down the material,

3. A poor'cut wilt result and cause excessive wear on the blades

If the feed speed is too fast:
1_There is a definite risk that the cut might spilt and the splintered opening of the cut

wilt not be sufficient to divert the wood shavings,

2, A poor cut wilt result with a significant discharge of wood shavings on the lower
side of the cut,

J

_,_ Correct

Fig:B.

/rig
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CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS cont,
WHAT IT CUTS

The blades supplied with the saw are universal in application and will give clean,
smooth cuts in:

- Wood up to a maximum depth of 11/2inch.
. Mild steel tubing or sheets with a maximum wal! or sheet thickness of 1t8 inch.
. Copper, stainless steel, aluminum, cast iron tubing or sheets with a wall thickness of

1/8 inch. When cutting these materials, the wax lubricating sticks MUST BE USED.
- Plastic pipe or sheets of a wall thickness of 1/8 inch,
IMPORTANT: The Twin Cutter WILL NOT CUT masonry, cement or brick material.
IMPORTANT: Once the blades become worn, chipped or dull, they MUST BE replace
immediately

CUTTING ALL MATERIALS

1, ALWAYS have the saw blades at full speed before contact!ngworkpiece.

2oALWAYS hold the saw so the blades feed perpendicularly Into the workpiece, Hold
the saw at an approximate 30° angle.

3. ALWAYS keep your body positioned to either side of the saw blades, but not fn tine
with the saw blades°

4. Feed the blades into the workplece until the desired cut is made,

5oThe kerf (width of the cut) of the twin blades ts approximately 1,/8th of an inch.
Always be sure to allow for this kerfwidtho

This Twin Cutter Saw with it's special blades and cutting action is a highly
versatile tool that quickly and efficiently provides smooth, efficient cuts a wide
variety of materials:

Flat Iron Bar

Thin Plato Shaped Plate

15
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CUTTING ALL MATERIALS cent.

MAXIMUM STOCK SIZE AND FEED RATES
MAX. s_ZE

CISTYPE MATERIAL_ DROSS SEP't30 N

HellQw P[po

Square _ MS 1'/fin,

Channel _ Nu_num l_Mn,
- __,,

Chmnnol IF M S tY_n

Sheet MoL_! _ M,S. - ..........j

Aluminum

Stud Wood (PJne) 2 x 4Jn.
....=:,

MAX AVERAG_ AVERAGE
I"H|CKN ESS BLADE LIFE TIME OR FF_J_

t,'O..in. 20 Se_

tlS_ln. 30 Sac

I]84n, 5 Soc

t/8-1n 30 Sea

't/B-In. EO feet 4,3 ]nch/mln
,,, ,, _, , ,,,..........

'*J,O4n. 05 f_et t02 tnchffnln

11 Sac

6 5ec

285coLa

iDScuL_

4000cuts

ESoJts

.... , ,,,,,,, ,, ,,,,_

lY_n. 4500 cuts
, ,,,, ,,,,, ,,,.....

Pipe PI.sU¢ (PVC) t_lrt. 3It6_1n. 60QO cuts

P_, Average b|_da |ire tndlcales resull_ _! po rleKn_nca test _ part_cul_r type of t_s! rno[edal es per O_a_tb_'va teb_e.H swayer the,
cesutis may vary ifthe tJarnebl_ds ls used an a c_mbtnof_on otlLsled maU_d_,b-

DUTY CYCLE
30 minutes on 10 minutes off duty cycle refers to short-time operatiom Short
time operation denotes operation under normal load for a specified period and
material, starting cold, the Interval between each pedod of operation being sufficient
to aElowthe tool to coo]down approximately to room temperature°

Cutting other materials may require even more special handling, These include
cutting aluminum, copper, stainless steel and cast Iron or shaped plates

Cutting Aluminum, Copper, Stainless
Steel and Cast Iron up to 1/8-in. thick,
(See Fig, 9).
1, ALWAYS use the wax lubricating deViCe

(included) when cutting these materials
because they have a tendency to soften
and adhere to the blades.

Wax Lubricating
Stick

LUBRICATING INSTRUCTIONS
(See Figure C)
The bladesof yourTwinCutter saware
equippedwith"drycut teeththat under
normalcuttingconditionsdonotneed to
be lubricated_However,inextremecutting
conditions,suchas whenyouare sawing
intoaluminum,copper,staintesssteel and
cast iron,thewax lubricating deviceshould
be used°

1. Insert wax lubricating stickintowax LubricatingDevice Slick
lubricatingdevice.

2. Turn feeder wheel to applylubricant to blade.A I/4 turn should provide
adequate lubrication° 16
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CUTTING iNSTRUCTIONS conL

Cutting Shaped Plates
up to 1t84n. thick' (See Fig. 10)

1. When cutting shaped metal plate
ALWAYS support the plate evenly on
both sides and in the middle with
support blocks. This witl keep it from
flexing when cutting This should be
done, whether you're using a clamping
table, or using adjustable clamps on a
fiat work table°

Fig, 10 \!

PLUNGE CUTTING (See Figure 11)
1, Raise the retractable guard into the Fig. 1 I

open position with your left hand.

2, Use the thumb of your left hand to hold
the guard in the open position while
gripping the saw's assist handle.

3. Turn on the saw and plunge the blades
into the material to be cut

4. Push the saw forward to complete
the cut

5. Turn off saw, allow blades to stop
completely, then remove saw from
workpiece.

6. Clean out the comers of the cutwith a hand saw or sabre saw, depending
on projecL

NOTE: When cutting roofing materials, blades must be kept clean with a tar and pitch
blade cleaning solvent

REMOVING BLADES FROM SAW (See Figs. 12 - 15)

1, Unplug the saw and allow blades to cool

I ...........

WARNING: Failure to unplug the saw coutd result in accidental starting

causing possible serious personal injury.

2_Rotate the blades until the holes in both blades are aligned. Then place pin
attached to the wrench through holes in bladeso Unscrew Lock Nut
counterclockwise and remove (see Fig° 12).

3. Open the retractable guard (see Fig_ 13).

4oLift up and remove Blade "B" (see Fig. 14).

5_Lift up and remove Blade "A"(see Fig. 15).

!
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REMOVING BLADES FROM SAW cont, (See Figs, 12- 15)

Fig. 13

Fig, 14

!

Fig. 15

ATTACHING REPLACEMENT BLADES TO THE SAW (See Figs. 16 - 19)
i ii i i

1_ WARNING: This Twin Cutter saw uses specially designed 61/a-in. blades

and no other types or sizes of blades shouldever be used, Other types and sizes
i of blades wlll not operate safely in this saw and could result in serious personal
I iojury.
See the accessories section of this manual for the proper replacementblades
that are needed for this saw.
1. Unplug the sawn

2. Lay the saw down with the blade arbor pointing upward.
3oPlace blade "A" onto the blade flange with the "A" clearly visible (see Fig. 16).

4. Align the holes on the blade with the pins on the flange and securely fit the blade
on the flange (see Fig. 17)o

5. Place blade "B" onto the arbor with the "B" easily visible, then thread lock nut
onto shaft, DO NOT tighten, (see Fig° 18)o

6. Turn the blades so that the holes in both blades are lined up.

18
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ATTACHING REPLACEMENT BLADESTOTHE SAW cont, (See Figs. 16 - 19)

7oPlace the pin (included with the wrench) into the lined up holes_

8. Tighten the lock nut clockwise with the wrench and then remove the pin from the
blades (see Fig/19)_ This will allow the blades to turn freely,

9. Carefully turn blades with your hand to be sure they easily turn in opposite
directions,,

Fig. 16 Fig. 17

Flange

Fig, 18

GENERAL

I _WARNING: To avoid accidents, ALWAYS disconnect the tooi from the I
I ppwer sour_ BEFORE cleaning or performing any maintenance.

All parts represent an important part of the double insulation system and should be
serviced only at a Sears Service Center

Avoid using solventswhen deantng plastic parts_ Most plastics are susceptible to
damage from various types of commercial solvents and may be damaged by their use,
Use clean cloths to remove dirt. carbon dust, etc.

A wAR'i.G:oo.o_o,oo_,,m"e,o,_.o.o,...0o.o,,oo,_o_o,oon_o.o.
pwoducts, penetrating oils, etcoto come in contact with plastic parts,,They contain
chemicals that can damage, weaken or destroy plastic,

19
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GENERAL cent,

It is a known fact that electric tools are subject to accelerated wear and possible
premature failure when they are used to work on fiber glass boats and sports cars,
wallboard, spackling compounds or plaster. The chips and grlndings from these
materials are highly abrasive to etectrica! tool parts, such as bearings, brushes,
commutators,etc_Consequently, it is not recommended that this tool be used for
extended work on any fiber glass material, wallboard, spackling compound, or plaster,.
During any use on these materials, it is extremely important that the tool is cleaned
frequently by blowingwith an air jeL

/_ WARNING: ALWAYS wear safetygoggles or safety glasses withside shields
or face shieldwhen blowing dust from tool when cleaning iL If operation is dusty, also
wear a dust mask.

LUBRICATION

Al! of the beadngs in this tool are lubricated witha sufficient amount of high-grade
lubricant for the life of the tool under normal operating conditions,.Therefore, no
further lubrication is required..

DOUBLE INSULATION

Double insulation is a concept in safety inelectric power tools, which eliminates the
need for the standard 3-wire grounded power cord.All exposed metal parts are
isolated from the internal motor components with protectve insulation. Double
insulated tools do not need to be grounded_

IMPORTANT

The servicing of a tool with double insulation requires extreme care and knowledge
of the system and should be performed only by a qualified service technician. For
service, we recommend that you return the tool to your nearest Sears Service Center
for repair. ALWAYS use original factory replacement parts when servicing..

EXTENSION CORDS

The use of any extension cord will cause some loss of power.To keep the loss at a
minimum and to prevent overheating, use an extension cord that is heavy enough to
carry the current that the tool will draw,

A wire gauge (AWG) of at least t6 is recommended for an extension cord t00 feet or
_ess in length. When working outdoors ALWAYS use an extension cord that is
suitable for outdoor use, The cord's jacket will be marked WA.

E

! _ CAUTION: Keep extension cords away from the cutting area, and position I
m

I the cord so it will not get caught on lumber, tools, etcoduring the cutting operation I

i iiil_U,,ll

_ DANGER: Check extension cords before each use, If damaged, replace
it immediately NEVER use a tool with a damaged cord because touching the
damaged area could cause electrical shock, resulting in serious injury.

Extension cords that are suitable for use with your saw are available at your nearest
Sears Store.

20
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PROBLEM

An unusually
large amount
of sparks

A lot of wear
in sections

Blades are
breaking

Posslbta causes
of broken teeth

CAUSE

1,Damagedteeth
2. Feedspeedistoosiow
3. Bluntlee[h

1. Feedspeed is toofast
2, Damaged teeth
3. Blunt teeth
4. Notcuttingperpendicular

to worksurface

1_Damaged teeth
2. Feed speed is too fast
3., Blunt teeth
4. B_ades have buckled
5. Blades have burned out

t. Feed speed is too fast
2. The surface being

cut is too hard
3, The teeth have been

damaged by impact
4. Blades were not

installed properly
5, Blades are burned out
6. Not cutting perpendicular

to wod_surface

SOLUTION

1.,Replace btades
2o Increase feed speed
3. Replace blades

1 Reduce feed speed
2. Replace blades
3oReplace blades
4oHold saw perpendicular

to work surface

1oReplace blades
2. Reduce feed speed
3. Replace blades
4oReplace blades
5. Replace blades

1. Reduce feed speed
2, Replace b_ades
3, Replace blades
4. Replace blades and follow

the proper blade tnstalEation
instructions

5, Replace blades
6, Replace blades and always

hold saw perpendicular to
work surface when cutting

Z_WARNING: This Twin Cutter saw uses specially designed 61fs-in, blades

and no other types of blades should ever be used, Other blades will not operate
safely in this saw and could result in serious personal injury

The following accessories for your Twin Cutter saw are available at your local
Sears store,.

9-61t31 M A packaged set of 2 UniversalTwin Cutter Saw Blades
9 26678 _ 6 PackagedWa× Lubricating Sticks

I Z_ WARNING: The use of attachments or accessories that are not

! recommendedmightbedangerous 
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